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Yes, no, maybe.
Feelings, individual parts, a whole, words, letters, belly, head, womb, vulva, vagina,
breasts.
Breast, small, big, menstruation, blood, yes, no, maybe.
My body feels like chewing gum,
time, chewing gum - short, long, thin, thick.
Vulva-vagina gum, belly gum, elastic, yes, no, possibly, maybe.
Love, anger, sadness, joy, happiness.
The breast from object of desire to source of nourishment,
full of milk, empty, hanging, full, empty, beautiful, satisfying, hungry, yes, no, maybe.
Bringing together, me in the mind to a whole, womb, vulva, vagina,
breasts, clitoris, desire, shame, assembling,
A whole, nature, power, source, life, love, production, productionless, product,
reproduction, together, lonely.
Strength, along with my parts coming together in the brain, time,
Ova, yes, no, maybe.
Transformation, with my cells, my ovaries, my womb, my menstruation, my brain.
Powerful, powerless, yes, no, partly, sometimes, now and then.
Desire, libido, role, stereotypes, above, below, behind, in front.
Life, death, parts, a whole.
Sex, elastic, yes, no, maybe.
Up, down, elastic my state, desire, hot, cold, comfort, ful lment for a brief moment,
little death, up, down, up, back.
Who is on top, who is on the bottom, is a dif cult subject! Lying together on the side,
then only the position determines the top and bottom. Bottom-up, top-down from the
whole to the general and vice versa, put together. Yes, no, maybe.
Structures, roles, top, bottom, side, front, back, minor roles, major roles.
The words: neuter, feminine, masculine, seconds, hours, days, weeks,
years, my mind elastic, euphoric, sometimes, rarely, more often.
Universe, fractions, orgasm, intangible. Yes, no, now and then.
Wanting to hold everything! Wanting to hold out, in the belly, in the brain! Middle,
navel, anus, sexual apparatus, parts with uterus, without uterus, cervix, in German with
male pronoun.
Lust, where to nd, to seek, to lust, to keep, between brain, vulva, womb, and breasts!
Lust, lack of lust, being unfunny, being funny. Yes, no, maybe.
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